A viscerally driven cachexia syndrome in patients with advanced colorectal cancer: contributions of organ and tumor mass to whole-body energy demands
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ABSTRACT
Background: Cancer cachexia–associated weight loss is poorly understood; energetically demanding tissues (eg, organ and tumor mass) and resting energy expenditure (REE) are reported to increase with advanced cancer. Objective: The objective was to quantify the potential contribution of increasing masses of energetically demanding tissues to REE with colorectal cancer cachexia progression. Design: A longitudinal computed tomography (CT) image review was performed to quantify organ size (liver, including metastases, and spleen) and peripheral tissues (skeletal muscle and adipose tissue) during colorectal cancer cachexia progression (n = 34). Body composition was prospectively evaluated by CT and dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry, and REE was determined by indirect calorimetry in advanced colorectal cancer patients (n = 18). Results: Eleven months from death, the liver (2.3 ± 0.7 kg) and spleen (0.32 ± 0.2 kg) were larger than reference values. One month from death, liver weight increased to 3.0 ± 1.5 kg (P = 0.010), spleen showed a trend to increase (P = 0.077), and concurrent losses of muscle (4.2 kg) and fat (3.5 kg) (P < 0.05) were observed. The estimated percentage of fat-free mass (FFM) occupied by the liver increased from 4.5% to 7.0% (P < 0.001). The most rapid loss of peripheral tissues and liver and metastases gain occurred within 3 mo of death. A positive linear relation existed between liver mass and measured whole-body REE (r² = 0.35, P = 0.010); because liver accounted for a larger percentage of FFM, measured REE × kg FFM⁻¹ · d⁻¹ increased (r² = 0.35, P = 0.010). Conclusions: Increases in mass and in the proportion of high metabolic rate tissues, including liver and tumor, represented a cumulative incremental REE of ≈17,700 kcal during the last 3 mo of life and may contribute substantially to cachexia-associated weight loss. Am J Clin Nutr 2009;89:1173–9.

INTRODUCTION

The etiology of cancer cachexia and other wasting syndromes is not clearly understood, but several hypotheses exist (1–4). One theory is that peripheral stores of fat and protein are mobilized from adipose tissue and skeletal muscle to be used as a fuel for energetically demanding visceral organs, which have increased activity in the tumor-bearing state. The energetic demands of the liver are particularly substantial. Liver represents ≈2% of body weight in healthy individuals, but its specific metabolic rate is high (200 kcal · kg⁻¹ · d⁻¹) (5); consequently, it represents ≈20% of whole-body resting energy expenditure (REE). Organ mass has been used to model and predict REE (6, 7), and liver size is a significant predictor of REE (7).

The potential significance of the mass of high-metabolic-rate organs on REE and the development of cancer cachexia has only been suggested (4); however, we suspect that it could be important in colorectal cancer. The presence of hepatomegaly and splenomegaly is common knowledge to oncologists; however, the changes in size of these organs has only been directly quantified in case reports (8). Tumors, as unresectable hepatic metastases, may represent an additional burden of tissue with a high metabolic rate; importantly, ≈50% of all colorectal cancer patients develop this complication (9), which has been associated with weight loss (10, 11). There are currently very few quantitative data on the contribution of high-metabolic-rate organs to cancer cachexia–associated weight loss (4, 8, 12); this would require extensive body composition and REE measurements. However, we know that small changes in organ mass have the potential to account for a substantial quantity of energy expenditure over time. If liver mass increased by only 500 g and this change persisted, it would add an incremental REE of 100 kcal/d.

We hypothesized that patients with colorectal cancer may be especially affected by a viscerally driven cachexia syndrome originating from increasing masses of high-metabolic-rate tissues,
especially liver, spleen, and tumor. Several approaches were used to investigate this question. A retrospective serial computed tomography (CT) image analysis was completed to assess longitudinal body-composition changes (ie, liver, spleen, skeletal muscle, and adipose tissue) in subjects with colorectal cancer. Using data from this cohort, we used a computational model of human metabolism (13, 14) to estimate the effect of organ changes on whole-body REE. In a second cross-sectional cohort, we evaluated the relation between REE determined by indirect calorimetry and organ mass.

**SUBJECTS AND METHODS**

**Retrospective cohort**

The study was approved by the Alberta Cancer Board Research Ethics Board (Edmonton, Canada). Our region encompassed northern Alberta, Canada. A database of all cancer cases in the region (Alberta Cancer Registry) codes primary cancers by their site and morphology along with clinical and demographic information. We searched the database using the following criteria: 1) death from colorectal cancer (ICD-9-CM codes: 153.x, 154.0, 154.1) between 1 June 2001 and 31 August 2004, and 2) evaluation by CT imaging at least twice between the time of colorectal cancer diagnosis and death. With the understanding that cachexia is most prominent at the end of life and to take advantage of the statistical power of repeated measures, we focused on patients with ≥4 CT scans on record during the year preceding death.

**CT image analysis**

Muscle and adipose tissue surface areas were evaluated at a standard vertebral landmark (the third lumbar vertebrae; L3), because tissue areas in this region are significantly related to whole-body muscle and fat masses (15–17). Tissues were analyzed on 2 consecutive transverse CT images extending inferiorly from L3 with Slice-O-Matic V4.3 (Tomovision, Montreal, Canada), which permitted specific tissue demarcation by using Hounsfield unit thresholds of −29 to 150 for skeletal muscles (psosas, erector spinae, quadratus lumborum, transversus abdominis, external and internal obliques, and rectus abdominus) (18), −150 to −50 for visceral adipose tissue (19), and −190 to −30 for subcutaneous and intermuscular adipose tissues (18). Thresholds were manually adjusted as necessary. Cross-sectional areas (cm²) were computed for each tissue by summing tissue pixels and multiplying by the pixel surface area. Mean tissue areas for 2 consecutive images were calculated; the mean CV of paired images was 1.5% for skeletal muscle and 2.7% for adipose tissue areas.

Regression equations derived from an advanced cancer patient cohort were used to estimate whole-body fat-free mass (FFM) and fat mass from L3 skeletal muscle and total adipose tissue surface areas (17):

\[
\text{Whole-body FFM (kg)} = 0.30 \times \text{[skeletal muscle at L3 using CT (cm²)]} + 6.06; r^2 = 0.88
\]

\[
\text{Whole-body fat mass (kg)} = 0.042 \times \text{[total adipose tissue at L3 (cm²)]} + 11.2; r^2 = 0.77
\]

Muscle surface area was also used to estimate whole-body muscle with the use of an algorithm derived from a healthy population (15), because no equation currently exists to predict this compartment from L3 muscle surface area in patients with advanced cancer.

Whole-body skeletal muscle volume (L) = 0.166 \times [\text{skeletal muscle 5 cm above L4 - L5 (cm²)}] + 2.142; r^2 = 0.855

A density of 1.04 g/cm³ was used to convert muscle volume to mass (20).

Liver and spleen volumes (cm³) were also measured with CT images. Because the images encompassed the entire liver and spleen, the organ tissue surface area on each image was analyzed. Liver and spleen surface areas on each consecutive image, the image thickness (usually 6.5 mm) and separation (usually 5 mm) were then used by the Slice-O-Matic db volumes function to calculate volume. Liver volume included metastases if present. To estimate organ mass from volume, a density of 1.05 g/cm³ was used for liver and 1.054 g/cm³ was used for spleen (20, 21).

**Prospective cohort**

We investigated the relation between organ mass and measured REE in a second cohort of patients with metastatic colorectal cancer (n = 18). Subjects were recruited from the Cross Cancer Institute (Edmonton, Canada) between 1 April 2005 and 31 October 2006 and provided written informed consent. Each participant had an REE measurement by indirect calorimetry (VMax 29N; SensorMedics, Yorba Linda, CA). Before the REE assessment, subjects were asked to fast for 12 h and to refrain from strenuous exercise and alcohol for 24 h. Participants rested for 30 min, after which a canopy was placed over their head and shoulders for 30 min to analyze oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production. Breath samples were measured until a steady state was reached for 15 min. The Weir equation was used to calculate REE (22). On the same morning as the REE assessment, all participants also underwent a dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scan (LUNAR Prodigy High Speed Digital Fan Beam X-Ray-Based Densitometer with enCORE 9.20 software; General Electric, Madison, WI) (23) to measure whole-body FFM. All subjects also had a CT scan performed 14 ± 7 d from this date which was used to quantify organ mass as described above.

**Mathematical model simulations**

A mathematical model was developed that simulates the dynamics of whole-body metabolism, body-composition changes, and REE during semistarvation and refeeding (13). This model was also used to integrate data on the metabolic changes in patients with cancer cachexia to show how these derangements synergize with reduced energy intake to result in progressive loss of body constituents and alterations in energy metabolism (14). The initial conditions of the cachexia simulation (14) were selected to represent a typical cancer patient before disease onset: a 69-y-old male with an initial body weight of 77.7 kg, 32% body fat, a dietary intake of 2400 kcal/d, and an REE of 1606 kcal/d (30.6 kcal · kg FFM⁻¹ · d⁻¹). In the previously reported simulation (15), we applied several reported metabolic derangements defining cancer cachexia, including an increase in the rates of lipolysis (50 ±
Data analysis
Statistical analysis was completed by using SPSS version 15.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) and Stata version 10.0 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX). All values are presented as means ± SDs, significance was set at α = 0.05, and all tests were 2-sided. Two-sample t tests and chi-square tests were used to compare patient cohorts. For the statistical analysis of absolute tissue masses in the retrospective cohort, we conducted repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni pairwise comparisons. Simple linear regression was used to examine relations in the prospective cohort.

Tissue rates of change were calculated for the retrospective cohort. Tissue changes in each scan interval were expressed as a percentage and divided by the number of days in each interval because the timing of CT imaging was unique for each individual. The daily rate of loss or gain was multiplied by 100 to form a standard unit, % change/100 d to allow for comparisons.

RESULTS
Retrospective cohort
Our initial search criteria identified 262 patients. There were 1108 CT scans available in this cohort (range: 2–16 per patient), which had been conducted for diagnosis, staging, or follow-up. We focused on a subset of 34 patients who had ≥4 CT scans in the year preceding death. This subset was 35% female and died at 60 ± 8 y after surviving a median of 22 mo. The distribution of primary tumor sites was 68% colon (ICD-9-CM: 153.x), 6% rectosigmoid junction (ICD-9-CM: 154.0), and 26% rectum (ICD-9-CM: 154.1); 91% of this group had adenocarcinomas. In total, this group had 156 scans available for assessment; all images were analyzed with the exception of subcutaneous adipose tissue data from 2 obese patients, which was not fully visible in the image field of view. In addition, liver and spleen could not be accurately identified in 2 different patients, and liver was not assessed in 2 additional individuals because of either a resection or images not covering the entire organ. Selection bias was not apparent in this subset (n = 34); we found that the sex distribution, age at death, survival time, primary tumor site, tumor morphology, and body-composition features (ie, muscle and adipose tissues) in the last 2 mo of life were not different from the overall cohort (P > 0.1).

The changes in liver, spleen, muscle, and adipose tissue over time are shown (Table 1). Representative cases of liver and spleen gain (Figure 1A) and muscle and adipose tissue loss (Figure 1B) are illustrated. At the earliest studied time point (10.7 ± 2.7 mo from death), the liver and spleen of the cancer patients (Table 1) were larger than those reported for healthy adults (ie, liver: 1.4–1.8 kg; spleen: 0.15–0.25 kg) (8, 20). Liver increased thereafter (mean gain: 0.74 kg) over 9.5 mo (P = 0.010); there was a trend toward increased spleen mass (P = 0.077). Over the same period, ≈4.2 kg muscle (P < 0.001) and ≈3.5 kg fat (P = 0.004) were lost, and the percentage of

| TABLE 1 |
| Absolute tissue masses quantified with computed tomography (CT) imaging in patients who died of colorectal cancer† |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean time to death at time of CT image</th>
<th>Visceral organ mass + tumor*</th>
<th>Peripheric tissues†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liver + metastases volume estimated mass</td>
<td>Spleen volume estimated mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.7 ± 2.7 mo</td>
<td>2153 ± 629b-d (2.3 ± 0.7)</td>
<td>302 ± 204 (0.32 ± 0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1 ± 1.3 mo</td>
<td>2245 ± 692e (2.4 ± 0.7)</td>
<td>326 ± 220 (0.34 ± 0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2 ± 1.2 mo</td>
<td>2291 ± 771b (2.4 ± 0.8)</td>
<td>345 ± 237 (0.36 ± 0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 ± 0.5 mo</td>
<td>2857 ± 1435b (3.0 ± 1.5)</td>
<td>366 ± 238 (0.39 ± 0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall change in 9.5 mo</td>
<td>704 (0.74)</td>
<td>64 (0.067)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P†</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† The number of subjects varies because of missing data, as outlined in Results. Means in the same column with different superscript letters are significantly different, P < 0.05 (repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni pairwise comparisons).
* Liver and spleen masses were quantified as outlined in Subjects and Methods.
† L3 tissue cross-sectional areas (cm²) were used to estimate whole-body skeletal muscle and fat mass from regression equations reported by Shen et al (15) and Mourtzakis et al (17), respectively.
* Mean ± SD (all such values).
† P value for change between 10.7 and 1.2 mo from death (repeated-measures ANOVA with Bonferroni pairwise comparison).
Mean liver gain followed a polynomial relation (Figure 2) because no data exist for the metabolic rate in situ of human liver in situ. However, this must be considered with caution because the small overall size, lower specific metabolic rate, and relative constancy in size of this organ. During the last 3 mo of the simulation, the cumulative energy expended by the liver was considerable (interquartile range: 2.0–3.8 kg), and many patients had evidence of liver metastases (Figure 1A).

The largest tissue changes occurred in the last interval studied; 80% of the mean gain in liver, 69% of the mean loss in muscle, and 91% of the mean loss in adipose tissue occurred during this time. The rates of tissue loss or gain over time (%change/100 d) are shown in Figure 2; maximal rates were observed close to death. Mean skeletal muscle tissue loss accelerated logarithmically \( (r^2 = 0.99) \) to \(-13\%/100\ d\) at 2 mo from death. Mean adipose tissue loss also accelerated logarithmically \( (r^2 = 0.95) \) to \(-41\%/100\ d\) at 2 mo from death. Mean liver gain followed a polynomial relation \( (r^2 = 0.90) \) to \(39\%/100\ d\) at 2 mo from death.

**Prospective cohort**

The cohort \((n = 18)\) was 45% female and aged 60 ± 11 y at the time of assessment. On average, participants had 46.2 ± 12 kg FFM, which included a 1.9 ± 0.5 kg liver (range: 1.1–3.2 kg) and 0.31 ± 0.1 kg spleen (range: 0.12–0.71 kg). Participants had a measured REE of 1503 ± 295 kcal/d \((33 ± 6\ kcal\cdot kg\ FFM^{-1} \cdot d^{-1})\). REE was higher in patients with larger livers \( (r^2 = 0.35, P = 0.010) \) (Figure 3A). Moreover, because liver occupied a larger percentage of whole-body FFM, REE (as kcal · kg FFM\(^{-1} \cdot d^{-1}\)) increased \( (r^2 = 0.35, P = 0.010) \) (Figure 3B; dashed line).

The slope of the regression between liver mass and REE (Figure 3A) is a value of interest, which potentially indicates a high composite metabolic rate of the liver and metastases (i.e., 343 kcal for each 1-kg increase). This is considerably higher than the value of 200 kcal · kg\(^{-1} \cdot d^{-1}\) reported for healthy human liver in situ. However, this must be considered with caution because no data exist for the metabolic rate in situ of liver with metastases. Although this awaits direct measurement, done by pairing blood flow with the arteriovenous oxygen concentration difference over the tissue of interest (5), a high metabolic rate can be inferred from the relatively high rates of glucose uptake; this is the basis for detecting metastases by imaging with \(^{18}\)F-deoxyglucose (Figure 4).

**Simulation results**

Key assumptions in our earlier model (stable liver mass, tumor mass ≤200 g) appear to have been quite conservative relative to the directly determined values (Table 1), which we used to refine the model. Simulation results compared with reduced energy intake alone (dashed dotted curves), our previous cachexia simulation (14) (dashed curves), and the new cachexia simulation based on the directly determined liver and spleen masses of our retrospective colorectal cancer patient cohort are illustrated in Figure 5 (from Table 1; solid curves). The new cachexia simulation culminated at an REE of 1900 kcal/d \((39.7\ kcal\cdot kg\ FFM^{-1} \cdot d^{-1})\), which is 294 kcal/d \((9.3\ kcal\cdot kg\ FFM^{-1} \cdot d^{-1})\) above the healthy reference condition, 331 kcal/d \((9.7\ kcal\cdot kg\ FFM^{-1} \cdot d^{-1})\) above the reduced energy intake simulation, and 144 kcal/d \((3.8\ kcal\cdot kg\ FFM^{-1} \cdot d^{-1})\) above the previous cachexia simulation. Notably, the late rapid increase in liver mass measured in the retrospective colorectal cancer patient cohort was related to a steep increase in estimated metabolic rate during the last 3 mo of the simulation. The estimated contribution of spleen was negligible, because of the small overall size, lower specific metabolic rate, and relative constancy in size of this organ. During the last 3 mo of the simulation, the cumulative energy expended by the liver
was estimated to be 31,900 kcal for the healthy reference condition, 31,400 kcal for reduced energy intake alone, and 49,600 kcal for the new cachexia simulation (ie, an increment of 17,700 kcal in the liver).

We also plotted the relation between the percentage of FFM occupied by the liver and REE (kcal/C1 kg FFM/C2 1/C1 d/C2 1) from the cachexia simulation incorporating the changes in organ mass from Table 1 (Figure 3B; solid line); this appeared to follow a relation similar to the prospective cohort.

DISCUSSION

Our study captured detailed progressive body-composition changes occurring in patients with colorectal cancer during disease progression until death. These changes were typified by exponential increases in the size of the liver and hepatic metastases, with concurrent accelerations of muscle and fat loss. The longitudinal CT image review provides a basis for a quantitative estimation of the contribution of visceral organs and metastases to REE. Our results suggest that a considerable catabolic influence underlying colorectal cancer cachexia is exerted by the energetic demands of liver and metastases and to a lesser extent the spleen. This is supported by estimates based on a computational model of human metabolism as well as direct measures of REE and body composition in patients with advanced colorectal cancer. In patients with extensive metastatic disease and organomegaly, these visceral changes could exert a quantitatively important catabolic effect by virtue of their size and consumption of energy. This increased energy expenditure occurs during the

FIGURE 3. Relation between measured resting energy expenditure (REE) and liver mass in the prospective colorectal cancer patient cohort (n = 18). Liver mass (including metastases) was determined by computed tomography image analysis. REE was determined by indirect calorimetry, and fat-free mass (FFM) was determined by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry. Simple linear regression was used to assess relations. A: REE (kcal/d) = 343.52(liver mass, in kg) + 841.49 (r² = 0.35, P = 0.010). B: REE (kcal · kg FFM⁻¹ · d⁻¹) = 3.0011(% FFM occupied by the liver) + 20.513 (r² = 0.35, P = 0.010) (dashed line). The solid line indicates a similar relation occurring in the new cancer cachexia simulation incorporating the measured liver masses from the retrospective cohort (Table 1).

FIGURE 4. ¹⁸F-Deoxyglucose positron emission tomography scan of a patient with extensive liver metastases.

FIGURE 5. A, B: Simulation of resting energy expenditure (REE) over 62 wk based on measured liver and spleen masses from the retrospective colorectal cancer patient cohort (n = 34). All calculations are based on an assumed liver-specific metabolic rate of 200 kcal · kg⁻¹ · d⁻¹ and a spleen-specific metabolic rate of 80 kcal · kg⁻¹ · d⁻¹. The original cachexia simulation (constant: 1.8 kg liver and 250 g spleen) (14) (dashed curve) can be contrasted with the cachexia simulation specifying the organ masses match the data at different time points from the retrospective cohort computed tomography images (Table 1) (solid curve). The healthy reference simulation in energy balance (constant: 1.8 kg liver and 250 g spleen) (dotted curve) and the reduced energy intake simulation (dashed dotted curve) are also shown (13).
period of most rapid weight loss, but importantly, also in the end stages of anorexia and hence very low food intake, which likely results in a substantial energy deficit. In a healthy individual, energy balance is maintained by an increase in energy intake, but, in patients with advanced cancer, it may be difficult to envisage an increased energy expenditure being covered by an incremental oral intake in a population with reduced energy intakes sometimes less than basal metabolism. This increased energy expenditure and consequent energy imbalance should be included among the major causes of colorectal cancer cachexia in individuals with metastatic disease.

Cachexia has often been attributed to the catabolic actions of humoral mediators (ie, cytokines, proteolysis-inducing or lipolytic factors), insulin resistance, and low dietary intakes, as outlined in current review articles (1–3); consequently, most treatments have focused on these factors. In patients with substantial tumor burden and organomegaly, these treatments may have limited efficacy, because the primary problem (extensive disease burden) is not corrected by these agents. Quantitative analysis of disease burden may be included in future studies to help explain why some treatments are ineffective in certain individuals.

Methodologic considerations

A longitudinal retrospective CT image review was a realistic approach to evaluate body-composition changes; patients had frequent scans throughout their illness and were not required to undergo additional testing for this research. Prospective studies of body composition using other methods are comparatively difficult to conduct because participation rates are low and withdrawal rates are high in patients with very advanced disease (26, 27). The group studied in the present study was not different from a regional cohort of patients who died of colorectal cancer with respect to disease characteristics, demographics, and body composition, and is thus likely a representative sample.

CT imaging allows discrimination between different FFM components (ie, muscle, liver, spleen), which appears important because we saw that different constituents change in opposite directions. These distinctions cannot be made with other methods, such as DXA or bioelectrical impedance. The quantification of organ volume with CT images is reasonably precise, and our interobserver CV values (3.6% for liver and 4.0% for spleen) are similar to previously reported values for organs (28). Muscle and adipose tissue areas determined from CT images have a typical CV of 1–2% (17), and whole-body tissue masses estimated from the CT images are correct to the nearest 3.5 kg for fat mass and 3.0 kg for FFM (17). One limitation of our analysis is the inability to quantitatively discriminate liver tissue and metastases. We suspect that the majority of progressive increases in liver were metastases; however, liver parenchyma has been reported to increase in patients with colorectal cancer with liver metastases (29), which may be connected with increased gluconeogenesis and synthesis of acute-phase proteins (4).

Our study was strengthened by the use of a mathematical model (13, 14) that allowed us to estimate the effect of organ mass changes on REE (Figure 5). Computational modeling is a new tool that can integrate clinical data and help to build a conceptual framework for the understanding of altered energy balance states. This is especially useful in contexts in which patient vulnerability limits the use of invasive tests and compliance is limited by disease progression. Using this model, we showed that the range of increases in REE computed with the new cancer cachexia simulation (up to 1900 kcal/d, or 39.7 kcal · kg FFM⁻¹ · d⁻¹) (Figure 5; solid line) is consistent with values reported for patients with advanced cancer (26, 30).

A further strength of our study was the simultaneous measurement of different FFM components and REE in the prospective cohort to explore the relation between body composition and REE in advanced colorectal cancer. This also provided information to help authenticate the results from the model. These data suggest that liver mass is proportional to REE (Figure 4A). The metabolic rate of the liver and metastases merits further study, because our results suggest that 200 kcal · kg⁻¹ · d⁻¹ may be a conservative estimate. There are several possible reasons for an increased liver-specific metabolic rate in this population. The liver plays a pivotal role in systemic inflammation, acute phase protein synthesis, and gluconeogenesis, which have been documented in advanced cancer (1, 31–33). Moreover, increases in tumor are associated with higher substrate turnover and oxygen consumption (34).

Implications of high metabolic rate tissues on body composition and REE

The largest observed changes in body composition in the retrospective cohort occurred between 4.2 and 1.2 mo from death. Liver increased and muscle decreased especially rapidly during this time. This resulted in a shift to an increased proportion of FFM occupied by higher-metabolic-rate tissues. In healthy populations, the relation between the proportions of higher metabolic rate organ mass relative to FFM has been found to explain some of the variance in REE (6, 7, 28). Our study affirms that this relation is quantitatively important in colorectal cancer cachexia and perhaps in other cancers, for which organomegaly and liver metastases are common.
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